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GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Fake vaccine success
- Child vaccine consent
- Concentration camps for vaccine refusers
- Political agenda for vaccine rollout
Popular brands funding these stories:
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

- Google
- revcontent
- theTradeDesk
- infolinks
- Amazon
- ad supply
- TrustArc
Brief background: My readers know I’ve presented a complete case to show the SARS-CoV-2 virus was never proved to exist in the first place [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]. So the whole idea of a vaccine is a non-sequitur, an absurdity. Likewise, the PCR test for “the virus” is a fraud on several levels [11]:

https://engine.4dsply.com/clicktag.engine?MediaId=90030&PId=73257&SiteId=10971&rand=0.8986111045342926&TimeZone=44183&VolumeMetricId=95263d29-8524-4620-a098-7f92a8455f23&re=
Some Reality Testing of Rosy Predictions About A Coronavirus Vaccine

A Wuhan virus vaccine in the foreseeable future? Let's get real.
In spite of the rosy predictions by self-interested corporate executives, politicians, and pundits, don't count on it.

By Harry J. Miller - March 10, 2020
Some Reality Testing of Rosy Predictions About A Coronavirus Vaccine

A Wuhan virus vaccine in the foreseeable future? Let's get real. In spite of the rosy predictions by self-interested corporate executives, politicians, and pundits, don't count on it.
How They’ll Fake the Success of the COVID Vaccine

By Jon Rappoport
Jon Rappoport's blog
November 14, 2020

I’ve described how the major clinical trials of the COVID vaccine are designed to prevent nothing more than a cough, or chills and fever [1] [2].

The whole plan to gain FDA approval of the vaccine is a stark fraud.

Brand: Kohl’s and Fox

Ad Exchange: Google (Fox News) and Kohl’s (InfoLinks)

Site: WND

Disinformation: antivax
COVIDGATE: The corruption of clinical trials, Part 1

Michelle Malkin: Reality stands in stark contrast to how the vaccine trials have been marketed

"Truly striking is the unbridled enthusiasm for the vaccine clinical trials as the savior of science and human life in a cancer in a crisis. So far, we're seeing no evidence that government has regulated the vaccine clinical trials properly.

If it all sounds too good to be true, well, that's because it is. As we have all watched and wept, the absurdity in this vaccine clinical trial data is growing daily. To top it all off, the government is rushing to approve the vaccines without waiting for peer review.

Yikes. Ticketmaster, Tokyo Olympics organizers and the travel industry are now exploring vaccine status verification systems based on the public health industry's complex's high, heavenly and hasty promises. Based on the press release writer's 2020 uncompleted clinical trials, which have yet to be finalized or subjected to peer review, Fauci assures us that "all the boxes have been checked" on vaccines and efficacy.
Even though they are suffering during the trials, the brainwashed saps who signed up to participate are still happy to be involved. 44-year-old biologist Luke Hutchison is happy to suffer to increase Big Pharma’s profit margins because he worships the golden calf of science and doesn’t care that his RNA will likely be altered permanently during the trials. Anything to help the technocracy take shape is the credo of the soulless globalist.
Was Pfizer’s Vaccine News Slow-Walked Until After the Election?

Collaborating with Big Pharma to hold off good news about a vaccine is yet another example of Joe Biden’s and the media’s shamelessness.

By Julie Kelly

November 9, 2020

As the coronavirus pandemic swept across the globe in the spring, President Trump announced his plan to fast-track an effective vaccine that would be available by the new year.
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As the coronavirus pandemic swept across the globe in the spring, President Trump announced his plan to fast-track an effective vaccine that would be available by the new year.

https://adcclick.g.doubleclick.net/pcs/click?xai=AKAOjstqfYUKFLQTe14szNa0gOAzhzUWbSw109sarb6RWSET778U75DAKb7-s6dGrm7b77RZwaHua5cMjzdBMTIYLSwq-7F6DorzJKryt
Was Pfizer’s Vaccine News Slow-Walked Until After the Election?

Collaborating with Big Pharma to hold off good news about a vaccine is yet another example of Joe Biden’s and the media’s shamelessness.

By Julie Kelly
November 9, 2020

Collaborating with The Trade Desk to hold off good news about a vaccine is yet another example of Joe Biden’s and the media’s shamelessness.
DC to Give Children Vaccine Consent Behind Their Parents’ Backs — New World Next Week

Topics: James Corbett  James Evan Pilato  Vaccines

November 12, 2020

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=CkmZb_401X-eULZKtqPwPiOS24A7Sw-y6YMbGzdLxCv-g9teJFBABINjM6yVgyZbyl3k27-gA7f6dksDyAEJgMQ7yXKCRg1THaK_Q7Fc3dqPSL...
All-powerful CDC calls for concentration camps in America, including the invasion of homes and neighborhoods

Lance D Johnson - November 18, 2020

CDC seeks to label “high risk” individuals, separate them from their families and the rest of society

https://engine.4dsply.com/clicktag.engine?MediaId=812688
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